In this paper we study a class of backward stochastic differential equations with reflections (BSDER, for short). Three types of discretization procedures are introduced in the spirit of the so-called Bermuda Options in finance, so as to first establish a Feynman-Kac type formula for the martingale integrand of the BSDER, and then to derive the continuity of the paths of the martingale integrand, as well as the C 1 -regularity of the solution to a corresponding obstacle problem. We also introduce a new notion of regularity for a stochastic process, which we call the ''L 2 -modulus regularity''. Such a regularity is different from the usual path regularity in the literature, and we show that such regularity of the martingale integrand produces exactly the rate of convergence of a numerical scheme for BSDERs. Both numerical scheme and its rate of convergence are novel. r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Introduction
In this paper we are interested in the following backward stochastic differential equations with reflection (BSDER for short) of the form: 
where b; s; f ; g are deterministic functions, W is a given Brownian motion, S t is the reflecting barrier, and K is the reflecting process that keeps the solution Y from going below the barrier S at each time t. We will be particularly interested in the case S t ¼ hðt; X t Þ; where h is a deterministic function satisfying hðT; xÞpgðxÞ for all x 2 R d : The BSDEs with reflections have been studied by many authors (see, for example, [6, 5, 11, 13, 19] , to mention a few). One of the main motivations for studying such BSDER has been to use it to solve the hedging problem for American options (see, e.g. [7, 13] , or [14] ). In that application the BSDER (1.1) is particularly useful, with Y t being the option price at time t and Z t being the hedging portfolio at time t.
The main purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, we would like to establish a Feynman-Kac type representation formula for the solutions to BSDER, especially for the martingale integrand Z. Second, we would like to utilize such representation to study various types of ''regularities'' of the martingale integrand Z. It turns out that our representation (for Z) is quite similar to the one in [16] , which is the extension of the works of Fournie´et al. [9, 10] . The main feature of such representation is that it is independent of the derivatives of the functions f and g, although it in essence represents the gradient of the solution to an obstacle problem for a quasilinear PDE, in light of the existing nonlinear Feynman-Kac formula involving BSDERs (see, e.g. [7, 13] ). To our best knowledge, such a representation is new.
An apparent consequence of the representation is that the process Z is continuous. Unlike the situation for BSDEs without reflections (cf. [16] ), such continuity is by no means obvious for BSDERs with only Lipschitz coefficients. For example, applying Tanaka-Itoˆformula to the process Y t ¼ ÀjW t j; tX0 (i.e., hðt; xÞ ¼ gðxÞ ¼ Àjxj; and X ¼ W ), one obtains that Z t ¼ ÀsgnfW t g and K t ¼ L 0 t ; for tX0; where L 0 is the local time of W at zero. Thus the process Z is discontinuous(!). We will nevertheless prove that the paths of Z are continuous under the assumption that function h 2 C 1;2 ð½0; TÞ: In fact, we will prove that the solution to the quasilinear obstacle problem is at least C 1=2;1 under such assumption, and it is our hope that the further development of these representations will pave the way to study regularity of solutions to the corresponding variational inequalities probabilistically.
At this point we would like to point out that the method of our previous works [16, 15] (or of [9, 10] ), that is, via integration by parts formula in Malliavin Calculus, does not work well with the reflecting process K. We thus take a slight detour by introducing three discrete versions of (1.1): the first approximation follows the idea of the ''Bermuda Option''-approximation in finance, which is the basis for the other two; the second one removes the reflection part, and leads to the representation theorems as well as the regularity results; and the third one can be considered as a numerical method for (1.1). We should note that although the idea of approximating general American option by Bermuda options is commonly used in numerical finance (cf., e.g. [1, 3, 12, 4] ), the numerical analysis for BSDERs is yet fully explored. Our study of the rate of convergence for the numerical scheme involves a new notion of regularity for stochastic processes, which we will call the ''L 2 -modulus regularity'' in this paper, and it is different in nature from the usual path regularity as we will show by examples in the appendix. Our result on the rate of convergence of the numerical scheme is built upon the L 2 -modulus regularity of the martingale integrand Z. To our best knowledge, such a rate of convergence is new. We should remark that after this paper was finished we were informed of a recent work by Bouchard and Touzi [2] . Although in the BSDER case, only a simplified version (no Z in the generator) was considered there and no rate of convergence was given in the general case, we feel that their method of computing the conditional expectations indeed provided an excellent complementary aspect of our scheme. We shall elaborate this point more in Section 7.
This paper is organized as follows. We give preliminaries in Section 2, and introduce the first discretized BSDER in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove a Feynman-Kac-type representation theorem; and use it to study the regularity of the obstacle problem in Section 5. In Section 6 we establish the L 2 -modulus regularity for the martingale integrand Z and in Section 7 we use these results to study the rate of convergence of a numerical scheme for BSDER. Finally, the two examples given in the appendix are for better understanding the notion of L 2 -modulus regularity.
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, we assume that ðO; F; P; fF t gÞ is a complete, filtered probability space on which is defined a standard d-dimensional Brownian motion W. We assume that the filtration fF t g tX0 is generated by the Brownian motion W, with usual augmentation. Thus it satisfies the usual hypotheses.
We shall make use of the following standing assumptions throughout the paper. To simplify notations we will use a generic constant L40 to denote all the bounds in (A1)-(A3), and we will also assume that sup 0ptpT ½jbðt; 0Þj þ jsðt; 0Þj þ j f ðt; 0; 0; 0Þj þ jhðt; 0Þj þ jgð0ÞjpL.
(2.1)
Finally, to simplify the presentation we shall discuss only the case when d ¼ 1: But all the results in this paper can be extended to the case d41 without any significant difficulty. Thus in the rest of the paper we consider the following BSDER:
Y t Xhðt; X t Þ; tX0; In fact, denoting ðX t;x ; Y t;x ; Z t;x ; K t;x Þ to be the solution to (2.2) over subinterval ½t; T ½0; T; with X t ¼ x a.s., then the function uðÁ; ÁÞ defined by uðt; xÞ9Y
is the unique viscosity solution to the obstacle problem (cf. e.g., Ma-Cvitanic [13] ). On the other hand, by Markovian properties of (2.2) we have Y t;x s ¼ uðs; X t;x s Þ; s 2 ½t; T:
Our discretization begins from the following standard Euler scheme for the forward SDE in (2.2): denote for any x 2 R and 0psptpT; X t ðs; xÞ9x þ bðs; xÞðt À sÞ þ sðs; xÞðW t À W s Þ.
(2.5) ; t 2 ½t iÀ1 ; t i Þ: Using the process X p;0 we define also the corresponding BSDER:
We now collect some results regarding the solution ðY; KÞ and its discretized counterpart ðY p;0 ; K p;0 Þ: Most of these results are well-known, so we only list them for ready references. We note in all the estimates C is a generic constant depending only on T; L; and d; which may vary from line to line. We will also use C p to denote constants which may depend on p as well. We begin by some standard estimates for forward SDEs.
Lemma 2.1. Assume (A1). Then for any pX2; there exists a constant C p 40; such that
Next, we give some standard estimates for BSDERs (see, e.g. [6] The following comparison theorem for the solutions to BSDERs will be useful in our discussion. We should note that the lemma is stated in a rather general form in which the process K's are not necessarily the reflecting processes(!). We refer to [14] for the proof. Finally, let us review some results concerning the BSDEs without reflections on which our ''Bermuda-option-approximation'' depends heavily. Consider the following (decoupled) forward-backward SDEs:
ð2:10Þ
By a slight abuse of notations, we still denote the solution of BSDE (2.10) by Y ¼ ðX ; Y ; ZÞ: For 0ptorpT; we define the following process:
where rX is the solution to the following linear SDE:
It is clear that EfN t r jF t g ¼ 0: Lemma 2.4. Assume (A1). Then for any pX2; there exist constants C and C p such that Proof. Estimates (i)-(iii) can be proved by straightforward calculation. To see (iv), we first assume that j 2 C 1 : Applying the integration by parts formula of Malliavin Calculus, one can prove (2.14) and (2.13) fairly easily (see [16] ).
For general j; one can choose j n 2 C 1 such that j n have the same polynomial growth and j n ðxÞ ! jðxÞ for a.s. x. Noting that X T has density (see e.g. [ As a consequence of the results above, one has the following estimates.
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Lemma 2.5. Assume (A1)-(A3), and let ðX ; Y ; ZÞ denote the solution to (2.10). Then for any pX2; there exists a constant C p such that, for all s; t 2 ½0; T;
Proof. The estimate for Efsup t jY t j p g is standard. By (2.17) and (2.18), we see that jZ t jpCjsðt; X t Þj; then it follows that Efsup t jZ t j p gpC p ð1 þ jxj p Þ: Finally, note that
R t s Z r dW r ; the last inequality follows from the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality and the estimates above. & To end this section we give a discrete backward Gronwall Inequality.
By backward induction one easily gets that
and (2.20) follows immediately. &
Pseudo-discretization
In this section we introduce our first discretization of the BSDER (2.2). We note that although this discretization is a far cry from the true discrete version of the BSDER, which will be introduced in the end of this paper, it is nevertheless a fundamental step upon which all our discussion will be based. The main idea is similar to the so-called ''Bermuda-option-approximation'' in finance.
Let (ii) for any pX1; there exist constants C and C p ; independent of p; such that, for 8i and 8t 2 ½t iÀ1 ; t i Þ;
Proof. First we assume (i) holds true. We prove (ii) by modifying Lemma 2.5. Consider (3.3) as a special case of (2.10) over ½t iÀ1 ; t i ; that is, the forward diffusion has constant coefficientsb9bðt iÀ1 ; xÞ;s9sðt iÀ1 ; xÞ: Applying (2.19), one can easily prove that jZ t jpCjsðt iÀ1 ; xÞj; which implies that jZ
Þj: Then one can prove (ii) in the same manner as one does in Lemma 2.5.
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Thus it suffices to prove (i). We first prove by induction that for each i, u initial value x j ; j ¼ 1; 2; and denote
Then it is standard to check that EfjDX t j 2 gpð1 þ C Dt i ÞjDxj 2 : Applying Itoˆ's formula to jDỸ j 2 along with (3.3), and using some by now standard technique in BSDEs, one shows that
ð3:5Þ
In the above C40 is again a generic constant depending on L and T, which is allowed to vary from line to line. Now note that L i X1; thus
Now applying the Gronwall inequality we deduce that EfjDỸ t j 2 gpð1 þ C Dt i ÞL 
ð3:6Þ
Here in the last inequality we used the assumption that L i X sup jq x hj: Thus we conclude that u p;1 iÀ1 is also Lipschitz. To finish the proof, we need only show that the Lipschitz constant for each u p;1 iÀ1 ; denoted by L iÀ1 ; can be chosen to be independent of p and i. But from (3.6) we see that L 
Choosing p such that jpjp1=4C 0 and noting that L r XL t for rXt; we deduce that 
for t 2 ðt iÀ1 ; t i : Therefore,
Applying the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality again one can easily prove that
The proof is now complete. &
The following result is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.2(ii) and Theorem 3.3.
To conclude this section we give the following estimates of the solution of the original BSDER (2.2), which are interest in their own rights.
Theorem 3.5. Assume (A1)-(A3). Then
(i) for any pX1; there exist constants C and C p ; such that for a.s. t 2 ½0; T; and any t 1 ; t 2 2 ½0; T; it holds that
(ii) For any 0pt 1 ot 2 pT and any x 1 ; x 2 ; it holds that 
One can easily prove (3.12) now.
(ii) First, by Lemma 3.1 and then by Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 2.2 we know ju p;1 0 ðxÞ À uð0; xÞj ¼ jY
Then by Lemma 3.2(i), uð0; xÞ is Lipschitz continuous on x, with a Lipschitz constant C depending only on T and L. Repeat the same arguments for BSDER (2.2) over ½t; T; we have
Moreover, for any t 1 ot 2 ; by (i) we have
which, combined with (3.13), proves (ii). &
Representation formulae
In this section we present the first main result of the paper: the representation formula for the martingale integrand Z. We begin by modifying our fundamental (pseudo) discretization investigated in the last section, so that it is ''closer'' to the original equations (2.2). We proceed as follows. For i ¼ n; n À 1; . . . ; 1; and t 2 ½t iÀ1 ; t i Þ; let ðỸ p;2 ; Z p;2 Þ be the solution of BSDE: The following Lemma can be proved by using similar (in fact easier) arguments as those of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3. We state only the result without the proof.
Lemma 4.1. Assume (A1)-(A3). Then it holds that
The main result of this section is the following. 2) . Then, the martingale integrand Z can be written as DenoteZ t as the right side of (4.2). In light of estimate Lemma 4.1(ii), it suffices to prove that
To this end, we note that, for 8t 2 ½t iÀ1 ; t i Þ;
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where
Recalling (2.2), we see that
jF t g: Since Y t j ¼ uðt j ; X t j Þ; we can apply Lemma 2.4(iv) to get 
ð4:7Þ
Here the last inequality is due to a change of variable t 0 9ðt j À tÞ=ðr À t j Þ: Note that
This, together with (4.6), proves (4.4), whence the theorem. & 
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where I i ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 are defined in an obvious way. We shall estimate I i 's separately. First, if g 2 C 1 ; then by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (2.14) we have
For Lipschitz continuous g, by standard approximation, we see that (4.9) still holds. Next, recalling Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 3.5, we have
Analogous to (4.10), one can prove that I 3 pCð1 þ jxj 2 Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi t À s p ð1 þ j logðt À sÞjÞ; which, combined with (4.8)-(4.10), proves the corollary. &
Regularity of the obstacle problem
In this section we study the regularity of the solution to the obstacle problem (2. 
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Theorem 5.1. Assume (A1)-(A3). Then on ½0; TÞ Â R n ; it holds that (i) vðÁ; ÁÞ is bounded, (ii) vðÁ; ÁÞ is continuous.
(iii) vðÁ; ÁÞ ¼ q x uðÁ; ÁÞ; where u is the viscosity solution to the obstacle problem (2.3).
Moreover, if we assume further that g is differentiable, then (i)-(iii) hold true on ½0; T by defining vðT; xÞ9g 0 ðxÞ:
On the other hand, by restricting BSDER (2.2) on ½0; t 1 with terminal value Y t 1 ¼ uðt 1 ; X t 1 Þ; and applying Theorem 4.2 on it, we have Furthermore, since v p;2 has the same property as the function v defined in (2.15), we conclude that jv p;2 ð0; xÞjpC; for some universal constant C that is independent of p: Consequently, jvð0; xÞjpC; for all x, as well.
For general t 2 ð0; TÞ we can assume without loss of generality that all partitions will contain t as a partition point. Therefore, a line by line analogy of the above arguments would lead to that jvðt; xÞjpC; for all ðt; xÞ 2 ½0; TÞ Â R n : The proof for (ii) is a little lengthy, so we differ it to the end and prove (iii) instead. But again, we need only prove u x ð0; xÞ ¼ vð0; xÞ since the same argument works for any t. But by (4.1), (2.17) vð0; xÞ dx.
Since v is continuous by (ii), we obtain that u x ð0; xÞ ¼ vð0; xÞ: It remains to prove (ii). We first show that v is continuous in x. Again it suffices to show that vð0; ÁÞ is continuous. Thus let x n ! x and let ðX n ; Y n ; Z n ; K n Þ denote the solution to (2.2) with initial value x n : By El Karoui [6] (Proposition 3.6) we have To estimate I n 9Efj R T 0 N n r dK n r À R T 0 N r dK r jg; let p m be a partition of ½0; T with jp m j ¼ T=m: Denoting dx t;t iÀ1 ¼ x t À x t iÀ1 ; tXt iÀ1 ; x ¼ K; K n ; N; we have
where DN n and D½dK n are defined as usual. Recalling Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 we have
Thus, by virtue of (5.4), first letting n ! 1 and then letting m ! 1 we obtain lim n!1 I n ¼ 0: This, together with (5.5) and (5.6), implies that lim n!0 vð0; x n Þ ¼ vð0; xÞ: Now let us assume ðt n ; x n Þ ! ðt; xÞ: For any t Ã 4t; we have t n ot Ã for n large enough. Since vðr; X r Þ ¼ Z r s À1 ðr; X r Þ; applying Corollary 4.3, we have jvðt n ; x n Þ À vðt; xÞjpjEf½Z 
Then one can easily prove that Z TÀ ¼ xsðT; X T Þ: The proof is complete. &
L 2 -Modulus regularity
In this section we study a new property of the process Z, which we shall name as the ''L 2 -modulus regularity'' in the sequel. Recall that for j 2 Cð½0; TÞ; the modulus of continuity of j with ''accuracy'' d is defined by w d ðjÞ9sup 0ojtÀsjpd jjðtÞ À jðsÞj: We remark that both inclusions in Theorem 6.2 are actually strict. In order not to disturb our discussion, however, we provide two examples in the appendix for interested readers.
We now establish the L 2 -modulus of the process Z. To begin with, we add the following strengthened assumptions on the coefficients. Proof. First, we denote Z T 9xsðT; X T Þ; where x is as in Corollary 5.2, and M t 9Efsup 0pspT jZ s jjF t g: Also, for any i we denote m i t 9EfZ t i jF t g for t 2 ½0; t i : Then for 8t; s 2 ½t iÀ1 ; t i we have 
A numerical scheme for BSDERs
In this section we introduce the last discretization of BSDER (2.2). The main feature of this discretization is that it consists of piecewise constant processes for all the components, and are all computable in theory. Therefore it can be considered as a numerical scheme for (2.2).
where C 1 ðeÞ ¼ ð1 þ C 0 Dt i =eÞ and C 2 ðeÞ ¼ C 0 ðe þ Dt i Þ: Thus, letting e ¼ 1=4C 0 ; jpjp1=4C 0 ; and using (7.5) we obtain that E jD 1;3 Y t iÀ1 j 2 þ Z t i we define for each n 2 O; Z t ðnÞ9 2 n ½1 À 2 2n j2 n t À kj; j2 n t À kjo2 À2n ; k ¼ 1; . . . ; 2 n À 1; 0 otherwise:
We claim that this Z belongs to L 2 loc ðO; C½0; 1Þ; but for any d40; there exists a partition p such that jpjpd and jjj Z jjj p ¼ 1: Indeed, it is clear that for any n, Z Á ðnÞ is continuous. Moreover, a direct computation shows that
